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The Reflection of Fairfield

Fairfield Facing $20
Million Lawsuit
On Perlitz Charges

President Jeffery
von Arx earned
$300,000 in
2009-2010 that he
will return to the
Jesuit society.

BY AMBER NOWAK
MANAGING EDITOR OF CONTENT

Top Fairfield Admin.
Get Salary Bump

One of Doug Perlitz's accusers
filed federal lawsuits yesterday, April

Former basketball
coach Ed Cooley
earned $345,048 in
2009-2010.

18 for $20 million on every count
against each defendent involved in
the trial, namely Fairfield University,
the Society of Jesus, and Perlitz. Ac-

Former coach of the men's basketball
Top faculty and administrators of

their college grants and financial aid will be
reduced significantly and tuition increased

Stephanie Frost,
Vice President
of Advancement
earned $309,251
in 2009-2010.

hiring and supervising Perlitz in the
work he did in Haiti."
Other defendants were accused
of assisting Perlitz in his efforts to cov-

The school released its IRS 990 form

An attorney for the accuser,
Mitchell Garabedian, told the AP
that he represents 20 more children
who will file complaints in the hear
future. He continued to tell the AP that
former Fairfield chaplain Paul Carrier
SJ,"were in Haiti and knew or should
have known about the abuse."
Officials at Fairfield University
declined to comment to the AP, on the
basis that they "hadn't yet seen the
lawsuit"

The new statistics brings many unanswered questions. Many students question the
salaries the faculty members receive and note
the higher the salaries rose, the higher the
tuition increased as well.

release copies of the latest IRS 990 forms,
a release of information that the Univer-

As noted at a recent budget meeting,
the tuition for the university will be hiked

sity is required by law to do.
According to the information gath-

by more than 4 percent for the coming
year, a move that worries many students

ered, the highest paid administrator is

who are concerned with college payments

President Jeffrey von Arx with approxi-

for the next academic year.

mately $300,000 in annual salary and

Bill Lucas, deceased
Vice President of
Finance received
compensation
of $314,717 in
2009-2010.

Perlitz's supervisors, which included

tion of $309,251.

budget spending and plans for the coming
year.
Mirror investigation of the issue

Senior Vice
President Billy
Weitzer earned
$301,634 in
2009-2010.

a school he founded in Haiti.

Stephanie Frost, vice president of Advancement, has the fifth highest compensa-

in early March, which listed the past year's

began when the University first refused to

prison for sexually abusing children at

From the 2008-2010, his compensation had
jumped by 22.39 percent.

this academic year.

er up his crime.The Fairfield alumnus
was sentenced to nearly 20 years in

team Ed Cooley received a total compensation of $345,048 this past academic year.

Fairfield University find their salaries at
their highest level while students fear that

cording to an Associated Press (AP)
newsbreak, the lawsuit was filed on
the grounds that the university and
the Jesuit order were "negligent in

who earned $301,634 in total compensation.

BY LOAN LE
VINE DIRECTOR

Gov. Dannel Malloy made a proposal

compensation worth $74,572, earned

to cut federal state grants by 50 percent in

from 2009 to 2010. He will donate his sal-

an effort to reorganize the state budget to
an equilibrium. A rally occurred on March

ary to the Jesuit society.
Bill Lucas '69, the former vice

1 to protest Malloy's cuts.

president of finance who passed away in

The release of the salary numbers

November, would have followed von Arx's

Photo Illustration by Amanda Villagra/The Mirror

of Fairfield administrators seems to only

earning with a complete total of $314,717.

reinforce this worried feeling of many

Following Lucas in highest total salary is Senior Vice President Billy Weitzer,

students.

Final Exam Schedule Changes Proposed, Later Defeated
■Academic Council suggests having only two Reading Days instead of three in order to avoid three-a-day finals, but the proposal
was denied in order to avoid extending the length of finals week and due to a long-existing policy preventing its approval.
BY AMBER NOWAK
MANAGING EDITOR OF CONTENT

the end of classes and the end of final
exams prevented this potential solution
from going into effect This policy was

This year, the Academic Council met to discuss dropping the
maximum number of finals allowed

approved in 1970 and amended in 1987,
more than two decades ago.
"Faculty strongly support this

to be given in one test day from

policy since faculty think that students

three to two. After much delibera-

taking five courses each with a... final

tion, the council decided to keep
the present system of allowing

exam or project need time to work

up to three finals to be given on a

and study, ortotake a break even," said
Professor of Mathematics Irene Mulvey,

single day with three reading days

who acted as Secretary of the General

interspersed throughout the finals

Faculty to the Council.

period. This decision has opened
the doors for discussion.
The number of exams scheduled
for each day affects the number of days

At the most recent Council
meeting, a motion was made to approve the two exam per day option,
and that motion was defeated. A

required to be scheduled forfinal ex-

motion was then made to approve

ams. The number of days scheduled for

the three exam per day option, and

finals, in conjunction with the number

that motion was approved. This is

of "Reading Days," influences the overall

scheduled to be effective through

length of the semester.

the end of the 2012 year.

Having a minimum of three reading days and no more than two exams

The Council therefore approved a three exam per day sched-

scheduled per day would lead to a

ule with three reading days for this

longer semester.

semester, Spring 2011, and both

The Council therefore proposed

Photo Illustration by Tom McKiver/The Mirror

semesters next year. The policy re-

to cut the number of Reading Days to
two in order to allow for a maximum of

garding Reading Days and the need

Students cram in study time in order to prepare for their finals, but that may not adequately prepare them for success on

for a final exam period that ends

only two exams to be scheduled per day

at a reasonable time (for example,

their exams. Proposed alternative schedule solutions were recently denied,
relatively new group finals such
Because there is a regulation

scheduled in one day are given the

without making the semester longer. A

not on December 23) swayed this

as those required by the Modern

that students not be required to take

option of having the middle one

long-standing policy that there be a mini-

decision. Maintaining all the current

mum of three Reading Days between

final exam slots, including some

Languages Department, was also a
determining factor.

more than two exams in any final
exam day, students with three exams

FINALS SCHEDULE!
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Hip
Hop
Fair Trade Fair Puts Fairfield on Global Scale
Block Party
One table with a sign that

said, "Craft Sale: Support Nicara-

BY LOAN LE

guan Artisans," had a display of

VINE DIRECTOR

Many say that the Fairfield

hand-made items from the coun-

BY SARAH LOMBARDO

try. Janet Latuga '11, a marketing

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

University campus keeps students

major, ran the craft sale that had

in a bubble that separates them

products of different impover-

from the "real world." However,

ished artisans groups.

Gender class is throwing its third

Students for Social Justice is hop-

Latuga orders products from
the artists through Universidad

annual hip-hop block party on

ing to break barriers by bringing
in global awareness.

Centroamericana in Nicaragua.The

patio.

Yesterday, the FairTrade Sale
took place in the LLBCC, selling

The Politics of Race, Class, and

Monday, May 2 on the Oak Room

Jesuit university gives loans to the ar-

The focus of the event is to

tisans to provide a start to their work.

involve the Fairfield community

FairTrade products from impover-

She worked with Winston

ished countries like Chile, Vietnam,

Tellis, professor of Information

prominent to members of the

Indonesia, India and Mexico.

Systems & Operations, who works

class. Groups are working on

closely with crafts organizations
from underdeveloped countries.

tion, activism, language, gender,

FairTrade is social movement that helps developing countries sustain a fair place for work-

in a number of important issues

projects revolving around educa-

Another table advertised prod-

graduation, and drinking.

ers and stable economy. Fair good

ucts from d.Saks, a company that

products come from factories that

sells environmentally friendly, cot-

hip-hop to address these impor-

pay workers a fair compensation

ton bags made by artisans in Para-

tant issues in a creative way. A

and safe environment to work in.

guay. Delicia Alarcon '14 founded

graffiti board, rap battles, perfor-

the business in the summer of

As students explored the

Each group is using aspects of

variety of products displayed, a

2009. Alarcon seeks to provide

mances, and games are just a few
examples of events that will be

video about Ten Thousand Villages

income to Paraguayan families.

making up the block party.

played in the background.The or-

The students in Dr. Jocelyn

Ricky Solano '14 is a member

ganization, based in Akron, Pa., en-

of S4SJ and hoped that by help-

courages the fair trade movement
by selling products from artisan

ing to bring FairTrade the club is

groups representing more than 38

a "sense of awareness." He encour-

countries. According to its bro-

ages many to "stand behind S4SJ to

Boryczka's class have studied hiphop in a way that looks beyond the

bringing to the University students

Loan Le/The Mirror
Students sold various products at Monday night's Fair Trade Sale.

music genre to a social movement
that forces people to acknowledge
and address important issues.

are from, according to Richardson.

These students are using hip-hop in

chure, the artisans seek to "improve

support all of [their] endeavors so

many of the artisans in order to

and preserve traditions" by crafting

that a difference can be made."
S4SJ just wants to help un-

bring FairTrade to the university.
She also enlisted the help of Alar-

turnout," she said. "More people

derdeveloped countries, accord-

con and Latuga, who she knew

seemed interested in this than I had

ing to Laura Stakey '14.

were already involved in working

expected. I can only hope that they

of the class, stresses the importance

with crafts from other countries.

learned about FairTrade arid will

of having events like this on campus.
to our University environment since

items reflecting their cultures.
Products such as jewelry,
scarves, home goods and chocolate were sold, with price ranges

Freshman and S4SJ member

"I was really happy about the

All proceeds from the event

a similar way, as a voice for issues
important to students at Fairfield.
Charlotte Adinolfi, a member

"A project like this is so crucial

ranging from $8 to $40. In addi-

Cristina Richardson was a key

tion, Alta Gracia clothing that can

player in organizing the event,

will go to Alarcon and Latuga so

purchase FairTrade in the future.
Richardson said that S4SJ will

be found in the university book-

Stakey said. She was the main

that they can keep helping the

try to make FairTrade Sale a bian-

students can get some insight into .

store was also available for sale.

coordinator who helped contact

communities that their products

nual event next year.

the work of other classes."

The 411 on Lovel46 Graphic Cartoonist Speaks on Campus
BY GABRIELLA TUTINO

you could get closer to the truth,"

editorial. By trying to bring current

EXECUTIVE EDITOR

Bechdel said.
Bechdel figured out she was

events and personal issues into her

a lesbian in college and started
drawing the webcomic Dykes to

to understand things that were

Bechdel, the combination of art

While the numbers may be

and words on paper is the easiest

Watch Out.

her.

Morris
and other

overwhelming,"It's about the

form of self-expression and story-

one," Morris said, celebrating each

telling.

found-

child saved one by one. Morris

ers of

quoted Isaiah, "The Lord looked

Love146
traveled to
Southeast

and 27 million slaves on the
BY LIZ KOUBEK

planet today. One to two million

OPINION EDITOR

children are trafficked annually,
and this industry generates over
Nine years
ago, Rob

Contributed Photo Asia on
Rob Morris, one of the
founders of Lovel46.

$30 billion.

For graphic novelist Alison

"The strip became a way for
me to normalize my own differ-

comic, Bechdel said she was trying
happening in the world around
"One of my preoccupations in
DTWOF was the tension between
being an outsider and

Bechdel, known for

being a citizen," Bechdel

and was displeased that there was

her autobiographical
graphic novel Fun Home

no justice. He saw that there was

and the webcomic Dykes

an outsider, [it] always gave

no one, he was appalled that there

to Watch Out For (DTWOF), gave a presentation

me a perspective on the
world I wouldn't have if I

was no one to intervene."With

said. "I always liked being

a trip to

this verse, Morris illustrated God's

discover

last Thursday in the DSB
dining room about her

was normal."

call for justice in the world and

how they

the creation of Lovel 46 as an ef-

creative process and why

career took a turn for the

could

fort To begin and answer the call.

she became a cartoonist.

contribute to putting an end to sex

"Is restoration possible? I think

Eventually Bechdel's
more personal, and she
turned to autobiography

"Writing and drawing

and memoir. Her bestselling graphic novel. Fun

trafficking. They went undercover

so,"said Morris."I believe with

together, telling stories

with investigators into a brothel,

everything in me of a God who

together is...its own form

posing as customers; there they

takes ashes and makes some-

that you can be very good

Home focuses on the rela-

witnessed children being stripped

thing beautiful out of them.'This

at," Bechdel said.

tionship she had with her

of their life and dignity in exchange for sex slavery.

through a collective shout to end

that she was influenced by

slavery throughout the globe. As

Charles Addams comics

Bechdel read the
fourth chapter of her book,

"Her number was 146. She was

restoration of what can be gained

father, a closet gay.

Bechdel explained

looking beyond the glass. She was

a collective group, people need to

growing up and kept a

while projecting the images

staring out at us, with a piercing

embrace and engage the pain they

journal since she was ten

via slideshow.The specific

gaze," Morris said."There was still

see and work to radically change

chapter focused on the

fight left in her eyes.There was

its outcome.

years old, filling it with
words and drawings.

still life left in this girl."The girl in

Love 146 hopes to abolish sex

issue of gender and how
both Bechdel and her fa-

Her family life greatly

question is the child who inspired

slave trafficking within this gen-

influenced her reason for

the creation of their non-profit

eration's lifetime. With progress

drawing comics. Bechdel

ther struggled with gender
Gabriella Tutino/The Mirror

images.
She closed the talk

organization and reminds them

already made in multiple coun-

explained that she grew

daily of their driving goal.

tries, Lovel 46 has created safe

up in a "house of secrets,

Students look on as Bechdel discusses her graphic novel

saying that she was working

On Wednesday, April 6, Josh
Feay, the Pastor speaking at The

homes and prevention programs

where appearances were

and webcomic last Thursday in the DSB.

on another graphic novel,

for many children who had their

Gathering, invited Rob Morris

lives taken away and are slowly

important,"and so she
was always looking for a truth;

and Lamont Hiebert of Lovel 46

piecing them back together.

the truth about her family and the

to speak to Fairfield students at
Black Rock Church.
Morris explained the heartwrenching statistics: there are
somewhere between 10 million

"We've been given great favor
by God... we see the dark but then
we get to celebrate the miracles,"
said Hiebert.

this time focusing on her

a single picture with a punch line,

"It was inspiring and eye
opening," said Anna Wolk'13."The

and then evolved into a storyline

concept of words and pictures can

with recurring characters. She

work together to reveal the truth
while words apd pjqtur^s^eparate-

The webcomic started out as

truth about herself.
"If language was unreliable
and appearance was deceiving
then maybe by triangulating [the

relationship with her mother.

ence," Bechdel said.

, dejcrjtyjcjlh.e, webcomic as a hy

twbj/by using botb/riT^to^/^yj

#groiggft^^
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The Best of Campus Crime Beat

Mirror Picks of
the Week!

thetownhouses.

Thursday, January 20
4:05 p.m.
A student reported that $60.00 was stolen from his wallet
while he was napping in his room.

Tuesday, April 26
Fairfield University
Band Concert, 7 p.m.
in Gonzaga Auditorium

Friday, February 11
10:30 p.m.
An intoxicated student was asked to leave after entering
the wrong townhouse while the residents were sleeping. No
further action was taken.

Wednesday, January 26
7:06 p.m.
Medical assistance was required in
Campion Hall after a young lady punched
a door and injured her hand. The incident occurred after she had an argument
with her boyfriend.

Saturday, March 12
9:36 a.m.
A vandalization report was made to
DPS after a vehicle was found to be splattered with an "unidentified liquid substance" in the area of the townhouses.

Thursday, January 27

4:59 p.m.
Friday, March 18
2:11 a.m.
DPS apprehended a non-student who
was caught jumping on a University employee's car. The individual was escorted
off campus and given a warning for trespassing.

Medical attention was required at
Barlow Field after a person suffered a
head injury while sledding.
Sunday, January 30
1:56 a.m.
A student was ticketed for reckless
driving and their car was impounded after colliding with a snow bank in the area
ofthetownhouses.
3:27 p.m.
A wallet that had been reported lost
in the snow near Kostka Hall was anonymously returned to
DPS and given to its rightful owner. The owner later reported
that $25.00 was stolen missing from the returned wallet.

Sunday, April 3
2:21 a.m.
A student in Campion Hall was returned by DPS to his room after being found wandering the
hallways in his underwear.

V

Thursday, April 28
Junior Mug Night,
9:30 p.m. at The Levee
Friday, April 29:
Poetry Reading by
Prof. Belden's Creative Writing Fiction
class, 7 p.m. in the
Dimenna-Nyselius
Library Multimedia
Room
Relay for Life, 6
p.m.-6 a.m. around
the BCC Circle

Saturday, April 9th
12:39 a.m.
A student was identified yelling at a townhouse for no reason. The student was then referred to judicial.

Monday, February 7
1:02 a.m.
A report of vandalism to private property was made after
an individual was seen repeatedly kicking a car parked near

Wednesday, April 27
Jail n'Bail, 9 a.m.
-6 p.m. in theBCC
Circle

Saturday, April 30:
Dogwoods SemiFormaT Dance 8:30
p.m. in Alumni Hall

Mirror Meeting- 7:00 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS

Every Wednesday

Go to www.fairfieldmirror.com to place your ad for as low as $10!

Lower BCC
Free Pizza
Bring a Friend

PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED. The Photography
Editors are looking for students interested in
taking pictures. Minimal experience required.
Contact one of the Photography Editors for
more information at info@fairfieldmirror.com

WANT TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED
EMAIL
ADVERTISING®
FAJRFIELDMIRROR.
COM

WRITERS WANTED. Section editors are looking
for students to write on a weekly basis. E-mail
Executive Editor info@fairfieldmirror.com

Story Deadline 6 p.m. Sunday

CORRECTIONS BOX
Week of April 20,2011

Tbe Vine article "Dead Man's Cell
Phone Is Calling You All Week" was
written by Nicole Laskowski, not Annie
Rooney as credited.

See an error? email infoigifairfieldmirror.com

L
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Finals Schedule
CONTINUTED FROM PG. 1

Fairfield Hosts 3rd Blood Drive ofYear

[reading days] and have only two

BY LUIGI DIMEGLIO

exams a day,"said Hillary Maxson
'14.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

moved.
"Faculty are strongly in favor of

Page 5

Caitlin O'Donnell '12 agreed.

The plastic bag and test

"I would go with having two

tubes that dangled from Rob

traumatic about the scene- the

explained.

students that occupied the many

Since Garrone entered the
donation site, he was asked to

stretchers were voluntarily donating blood to the American Red
Cross.

read an FDA mandated guide
to the procedure and was given

this policy, thinking that trying to

reading days and no more than two

Garrone's table were scanned

study for and take three compre-

finals a dayfshesaid.'l wouldn't want

by a palm computer which filed

Executive with the Red Cross

During the interview, he was

hensive three-hour final exams in

three exams in a day, students won't

his donor information under a

Blood Service Division, was on

one day is unreasonable for consci-

give their best, I think they should be

numeric code.

the scene working the refresh-

asked an assortment of questions regarding anything from his

entious students," Mulvey said.

spaced out more - it would be better

Students who have two exams

for the teachers too."

scheduled on a given day do not

als, University faculty are not finished
talking about the issue.

one moved but must rely on the authority of a professor in order to do so.

"I would like to see the University

"I think the Academic Council has

a brief, confidential interview.

ment tables. "Our goal is to get

recent travel destinations to his

52 pints by the end of our time

sex life. It is a necessary part of

steadily drained blood from

here," she said. "We usually come

the donation process designed

Rob's arm into a series of tubes

to Fairfield twice a year but this is

to ensure that the donated blood

until a pint had been gathered

our third time so we're hoping to

will not be harmful for any pos-

in the bag. As the blood flowed

get more than usual."

sible recipient.

of the elbow, the 2 Vi inch needle

Despite the defeat of the propos-

necessarily have the option of getting

After insertion to the inside

Lisa Zarwadski, an Account

community- -students, faculty, and ad-

Rob was told to lay flat and still

made reasonable decisions concern-

ministration--discuss this issue further,

on the table. Within about eight

only one out of many drives that

rone had to do was lay back and

ing the final exam schedule, given the

gather as much information as we can,

minutes the deed was done.

Zarwadski supervises in the

relax as a Red Cross phlebotomist

information available to the Council.

develop a number of options informed

I have disagreed with some of these

by that information, and then deliber-

with multiple students from April

decisions, but I have not thought them

ate and decide what the best approach

unreasonable," said Professor of Philoso-

would be,"said DeWitt

13th through 15th, and to the
uninformed bystander, the BCC

phy Rick DeWitt, the Council's Executive

FUSA Representative to the
Academic Council Taylor McGuinness
stated/Although it may seem set in

Secretary.
"One important bit of information
the Council has not had is any good

This process was repeated

The blood drive here was

After the interview, all Gar-

greater Bridgeport area.

(one who removes blood) disin-

"The blood from here goes to
our distribution center in Farm-

fected the target area of his arm.

ington, CT, then it is sent out of

about every two months. I try to

Oak Room resembled a makeshift

state for testing.... All in all, it will

donate as much blood as I can,"

emergency room more than any-

be about only 30 hours before the

he said.

thing else. But there was nothing

blood is available for use," she

When the bag was about
three quarters full, the phleboto-

stone, from my understanding, the

"This is my little ritual I do

sense of what students think about the

motion is merely the formal opinion

mist asked how he was feeling. "I

final exam schedule. I think it would be

of the Academic Council. In other

feel fine. If this were a sport I'd be

valuable for the Council to know the

words, the Senior Vice President for
Academic Affairs, Father Fitzgerald,

an Olympian," he responded.

students'views on this issue."
While students who have
three finals scheduled on one day
do have the option of having the

The donation process always
ends with a review of the precau-

was seeking a preference to help
guide his decision-making at a later
.

tions that should be taken after

date."

losing a pint of blood to avoid

have expressed that having just two

The materials for Academic
Council meetings from this year

dration after donation can lead to

finals in the same day is preferable,

and past years are available at the

fainting.

even if that means losing a reading

Fairfield University website.

middle one moved, some students

health risks. Exercise and dehy-

As Garrone prepared to

day.

leave, he was given free water and
"Taking three exams in one

snacks and told what could possibly be the last thing a college

day, there wouldn't be enough
time to study for all three at the
same time. I'd prefer the two

student wants to hear, "For the
next day, no exercise, no caffeine,
Contributed Photo

and no beer."

,

Fairfield Students Rally at Powershift in D.C.
to learn more about the envi-

workings of environmental poli-

"There's something really

ronmental movement and learn

tics, and ralliers also participated

inspiring about being with a huge

new ways to bring activism back
to campus," she said. "I think it's a

in workshops. These two different
components worked together

amount of students who care

field students traveled to Wash-

great movement to be involved in

to help participants start "think-

ington, D.C. to rally in the fight for

and I'm going to be able to tell my

ing about the whole process of

do, it's really empowering," Bissonnette explained. "It's a good

clean energy across the United

kids someday that I was there and

activism on a local level, so we can

atmosphere of activism; it's really

States.

that I was part of the change."

bring it back to our campus and

friendly, and there's a lot of great

inspire others and create goals

energy."

BY MIKAELATIERNEY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

This past weekend, 12 Fair-

Reflecting on their experience

An annual event, Powershift
has participation from about

this past weekend, participants all

10,000 youth from around the

greatly valued their time spent in

United States and works to fight

D.C.

for clean energy in order to help

and plans,"explained August.
Although the direct educational aspects of the rally were

"I would definitely do it again

beneficial, "actually being out

about the same issues that you

August agreed, noting the
community atmosphere she felt
during her time at the rally was
one of the best parts of the event.
"The feeling down there is

protect the environment for future

-1 didn't want to leave," said Dana

there on the streets was the most

generations.

August '11, the other co-President

amazing thing, that's not something you get to do every day!"said

just so progressive and inspiring," she explained."You felt that

August.
The atmosphere at the event

a part of an entire community

GinaCaldwell '11, co-

of LEAF.

President of LEAF, was excited-to-... ., ._ 'U.am lOO.parcent happy,"

instead of being a single, you were

participate in this year's four-day-

agreed Alicia Bfe^ohnette '12. "Lit-

long rally.
"This is the first rally for most

erally, I would go back tomorrow."
Specially invited guest speak-

was one of the most influential

of people who understood the

parts of the entire rally for the

necessity of being there."

of us and we are all really excited

ers taught participants about the

Fairfield students.

Contributed by Dana August

BEACHFRONT HOUSE
AVAILABLE
701A & 701B Fairfield Beach Road
aka "The Girl's Dupe" (guys or girls welcomed)

Beachfront Duplex^ bedrooms per side
2011-2012 School Year
Prime Location with Loads of Parking
Contributed by Dana August
Participants of Powershift 2011 rally on the streets of Washington D.C, last weekend.

Interested? Call 203-254-8419
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Sweet on Service: 10 Questi<MIS with
Wylie
Sirdth Blake
J
•

BY BLAIR WHITTON

- it's been 5 years now - even after

type of sweet snack to keep in your

out of their four years and they are

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

many late nights and long hours.

desk, what would it be and would

different people when they graduate.

you share?

i ney are sopnisticatea, woriaiy ana

colleague who has inspired you

Coordinator here at Fairfield, has

who would it be and why?

Campus Ministry that students

from the IDEA Center. IDEA is a

WSB: Very good question! One

in my desk and 1 DO! Dark Chocolate

might not know and should?

vast improvement over the form

of the most inspiring people 1 know

with almonds. I'll share with anyone
who appreciates good chocolate.

to be the most well-rounded and
past five years. Students are encour-

is Patricia Brennan. She directs Igna-

aged to stop in for a visit at her Egan

tian Spirituality programs at Fairfield

Chapel office; she just might have

and sees students, staff and faculty

TM: Were you involved in

something sweet to offer you.

through the Spiritual Exercises. She
is also a well-known grief counselor.

The Mirror: What brought you

that Fairfield previously used, in
WSB: We don't sit around
singing Kumbaya, or reading and

that it gives fairer and more accurate assessment together with far

deciphering scripture passages.

more detailed and useful feedback

community service when you were

Most of our programs are rooted in

for the instructor.

in college?

Catholic or Jesuit principles such as
'serve the poor to continue Christ's

She has helped many people through

For the benefits of IDEA to
be realized, however, students

work,' but whether you are Catholic,

need to fill out the form thought-

look back and say 1 made better use

Jewish, Muslim, Atheist or searching ,

fully and conscientiously. This

to. She is incredibly thoughtful and

of my time in college. 1 missed out on

our programs are open to all.

takes more time and effort than

insightful. 1 love her!

a lot because 1 didn't bother to look

to campus ministry at Fairfield

very challenging times using, love,

University?

humor and faith; something 1 aspire

Wylie Smith Blake: 1 was work-

TM: What is something about

University has adopted a new student evaluation-of-teaching form.

cause 1 CAN choose a snack to keep

been spiritually guiding students
vibrant people they can be for the

WSB: 1 like how this question
is worded. It's just kind of funny be-

To all Fairfield Students:
As you are aware, Fairfierd

well-rounded.

TM: If you could choose one

Wylie Smith Blake, Campus
Minister and Community Outreach

Open Letter
to Fairfield
Students

WSB: Sadly, no. 1 wish 1 could

at what opportunities were available

ing at an inner-city youth center in
TM: Where was your most

Bridgeport directing after-school

precisely for that reason that IDEA

to me and there [were] TONS. 1 was

to do on the weekend when you are

is superior in helping instructors

not on campus?

to improve their teaching. In

programs after receiving my Masters

memorable service trip to and

a competitive figure skater and did

[degree] in Psychology from Fairfield

why?

train a lot; that's my excuse, but 1 really could have made time!

and, although 1 enjoyed my work,

the previous form did, but it is
TM: What is your favorite thing

spending such time and effort
WSB: Play with my son & en-

you are helping to create better

gage in my guilty pleasure: shopping!

courses. Instructors take the re-

was [quickly] getting burned out. Af-

WSB: We worked with the

ter looking for a job for a few months,

Oglala Sioux Tribe in South Dakota.

1 got a call out of the blue from Fr.

It's hard to wrap your head around

student body one piece of advice to

Doody and he asked me if 1 wanted

the level of poverty that exists right

guide them through their college

learning experiences for all of their

to interview for this position and 1

here in our own country; it was like

years what would it be?

ran for the door. He thought I'd be

another world. It just really put my

students.
So please, whether you

a good fit for the job because of my

blessings in perspective.
TM:lf you could travel any-

about your job?

are invested in providing effective

are completing IDEA in-class or

WSB: 70 percent of the students

online, help your instructors and

at Fairfield do nothing but go to class,

connections and he was right.
TM: What do you enjoy most

suits very seriously, because they

TM:lfyou could tell the

do homework and party. The other

where in the world today where

30 percent get involved in as much as

would you go?

they can possibly fit on their plates.

Wk.

^

ik

diligence.
Dr. William Abbott

Sometimes they get a little burned
WSB: Working with all the idealistic and energetic students.That's
what brings me back day after day

WSB: Greece & Turkey.

out, but usually if you ask them if
Contributed Photo

they have any regrets they'll tell you
TM: If you could choose one

your University by using care and

'absolutely not.' They get the most

Wylie Smith Blake

Faculty Development and
Evaluation Committee

U(

fhe (hfauti T>o£phin
offers everything you
couCdwant in a pizza
place and more, T'hey
dove the cfosest thing
to Ism York Tizza in
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-THE MIRROR, BEST .OF FAIRFIELD.
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with a small coffee

LTEKING

• Breakfast served all day!
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Cramming in Final Exams
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Thumbs Down

Executive Editor

Liz Koubek

Opinion Editor

• Easter break is this
week!

For a school that maintains a
student-based campus, it is surprising and
disappointing that the administration does

• No more full weeks of
class this school year.

not seek our opinion more frequently.
This issue was recently raised once again
with the problem of three-a-day finals, a
dilemma that always stresses out students.

• Glee Club successfully
performed a concert
with pieces sung in over
four different languages.

Although the Academic Council meetings
were open and information regarding its
decisions was accessible, few students
even knew the meetings were being
held or were aware of the issues set to be
discussed.
Without our input, how does the

Vincent Ferrer/The Mirror
Do you think it is fair to have three finals in one day? Find out if Fairfield Administrators agree in the article on pg 1.

administration expect us to agree with and

Have an opinion? Send it to opinion@fairfieldmirror.com.

• Stag Stock sold about
1,000 tickets.

follow their decisions?
It is not expected that they invite
us to every meeting or ask each student
individually about their opinion - even

Weight Room Not Weighing In

something as simple as a mass email with
a survey link asking us for our input would
be a possible solution.

BY VINCENT FERRER
CARTOONIST

This is our campus - we need to feel
adequately represented at our school!
Fairfield students have the option
to move a test if three or more exams

Empty racks. Moldy walls.
Broken machines.
Although these may pass as

year-long memberships is $370, a

uled to be made, but this will be

steep price when compared with

done in an effort to balance the

other local venues like Planet Fit-

budget and not necessarily better

ness and The Edge Fitness Club.

current facilities.

"I feel that my direct tuition is not

The major problem at hand

reflected as of now," said Jeffrey

seems-to be one of apathy; the

are scheduled on one day, because the

accurate descriptions of a town-

Paul'11. "Other schools around

university sees no need to spend

administration recognizes a student's

house living room after Friday
night, they unfortunately detail

here, like Fairfield Ludlowe [the
high school] have better facilities,"
he continued.

dents don't respect and students
don't feel compelled to respect

inability to work to the best of their ability
under that much pressure.

a neglected student resource on

We do not necessarily find fault with

campus: the RecPlex weight room.

the decision that was reached; we simply

An empty weight rack's con-

What it boils down to is how

noted, "I've been here for four

facility's upkeep on its list of pri-

more of an effort to reach out to the stu-

the RecPlex weight room.

orities. Judging by last Tuesday's

compared to other schools," said

affects the student body.

Taylor Santifort, a junior Account-

While there was a FUSA representa-

ing and Finance major as well

tive present at the last meeting, we feel that

as a frequent user of the RecPlex

FUSA should run a survey to give students

weight room facility. Back home

the option of voicing their opinion. Stu-

in Middletown, New Jersey,

dents take surveys regarding their classes

Santifort is a member of Centrex

and teachers, so it would only make sense

Sports Club, a private local gym

to take it one step further.

with clean and updated facili-

improvements." A student who
wished to remain anonymous ar-

"It's awful; just so bad when

students want, since this issue directly

such a poorly kept facility. Paul
years now and have yet to see any

tents can be seen scattered about

dent body and get a better picture of what

money revamping a facility stu-

Fairfield University views this

wish that the Academic Council had made

"I feel that my direct tuition
is not reflected as of how,
other schools around here like
Fairfield Ludlowe have better '
facilities."
- Jeffrey Paul '11

gued that "at other places [gyms]
you can get kicked out for not
cleaning up after yourself. Here,
that can never happen."Thus, any
slight incentive for student activAnother issue affecting students is the major safety hazards
associated with poor upkeep and

ties. He and others interviewed

not seem that high up at all. At

students feel they are represented and

share a similar opinion that the

the annual event, Julie L. Dolan,

outdated equipment.
"I feel if there was someone

being heard. And while Fairfield doesn't

weight room Fairfield University

the Vice President of Finance and

hired to make sure there was

have a perfect history of listening to stu-

makes available to its students is

Treasurer, explained the budget

some type of maintenance it

dents wishes—remember when students
petitioned to not cut down the trp^fofta...

drastically worse in comparison

and its goals for the upcoming fis-

would be more efficient," said

to others out there. "I think it'd

new parking lot? —now would be a good

be a better investment by the

cal year."We have a combination
of goals between faculty, financial

some of which are broken or close

time to start, especially since it is related to

University just to completely redo

aid, and facilities," Dolan said.

to it, may result in a serious injury

academics.

the weight room," he said.

This issue of under-representation

It is a pity considering that a

However, only 19 percent of
the budget was to be allocated

Paul. The neglected machines,

in the near future if not replaced.
"Overall i think it needs to

to facilities upkeep. Moreover, a
$25 increase in non-student gym

be updated for the benefit of the

Fairfield and all of its governing bodies

gym membership fee is included
in every student's tuition. Like-

need to focus the most on making all of its

wise, the current rate for alumni

membership fees is also sched-

students," said Santifort.

relates back to the issue of awareness.

cized to the students.The Fairfield community is in es-

has been in a relationship can attest to,
open communication is key for a successcommunicating, the other half is forced to
deal with the repercussions.
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and
contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and
submitted by email at infaafeirfieHmirror.
com or Box AA
All letters to the editor that are appropriate
will be published either in print or online.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters
and articles for content length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities and personal attacks, and should
contain correct and factual information
i
not exceeding 500 words,.

• According to Time
Magazine a study says
multi-tasking is bad for
you because it affects
long-term memory.
• Some people
having Wednesday
night turbos this week.

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLES:

istrators and the students. As anyone who

ful, trusting relationship. If one end is not

•Three people vomited
at the Sam Adam's
concert, making everyone's concert experience a little worse.

students and the safety of the

information easily accessible and publi-

sence a relationship between the admin-

• Fairfield men's
lacrosse lost their last
home game.

ism in this respect fades quickly.

Student Budget Forum, it does

A happy campus is one where the

• Happy 21 st Birthday
to the Editor-in-Chief
Mikaela Tierney!

"For the next day, no exercise, no
caffeine and no beer."
-Advised a worker at Fairfield's blood drive to donor and student
Rob Garrone (read more on pg. 5).

• The Stag smell sticks
to students after they
get food and follows
them around for the
rest of the day.
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Welcome to J. Crew U
Are Fairfield students actually well dressed?
might have been a more accurate label for

BY ANNIE ROONEY

Arrogance aside, the nickname

BY DAN LEITAO

STAFF WRITER

becomes an insult when considering the

MANAGING EDITOR OF CONTENT

Fairfield in those guide books. The standard dress code for guys seems to be Tims,

reality that our "style" has a steep price tag.
It severely divides those who can't afford the

Fashionable. It's something many

sweatpants, and a T-shirt or sweatshirt and

J.Crew U- It is the funniest label in
the college guidebooks that Fairfield

a backwards fitted or snap-back hat. For

who can. And when the affluent prepster (I

University has. It is ironic that for being

girls it's tough to tell, but usually leggings

would like to say a**hole here) flaunts his or
her style, the "not-so-bad" nickname is per-

a "rich kid school," we are certainly one

or jeans and Uggs for the entire winter.

of the more poorly dressed schools. It

Once springtime does begin to appear, the

many students seem to think they're the

verted into a giant problem.This perspective

is slightly hard to be J.Crew U when so

label seems to a bit more fitting to Fairfield.

next Blake Lively. If you're interning for a

of the "J.Crew U" label is not what I want

much of the temperature during the

fashion designer or have the time to read

to associate with nor do I believe Fairfield

school year is spent under 40 degrees;

Vogue cover to cover (emphasizing "read")

University would either.

can't stop trying to be but also a personal

$40 polo or $65 salmon chinos from those

characteristic many hope comes naturally. I'm no expert and I'd say more than
the majority at this school isn't either, yet

Many of the students enrolled at Fair-

maybe you're a tasteful step ahead the rest

I'm not going to say that there isn't
a preppy faction at Fairfield U. I should

preppiness really doesn't hold up in the

know. I'm a member of it. There is a decent

cold. Southern schools certainly out

amount of J.Crew, Vineyard Vine, Polo,
along with other "preppy" brands on this

of us, but showcasing your Jack Roger san-

field University come from well-off families

dals or Longchamp bag doesn't make you

with structured morals and values (maybe

dress us both in the daily class wear as
well as going out. One day a year, on

any more fashionable than the 10 other

to the latter). But many other students

Clam Jam, we rival what is an everyday

people concerned with comfort than looks.

girls in your class wearing the same thing.

aren't as well off. We shouldn't let what our

weekend affair for southern schools

It is understandable that people want to be

campus.That being said, we have more

parents can afford to buy us stigmatize us

when it comes to Stags dawning their

comfortable when they are pretending to

U,"yet we complain about it and reject the

in a negative way, and being aware of this

pay attention in class.

preppy label; it's a contradiction.

reality might be a solution to the problem.

best.
Come to think of it, Sweatpants U

That said, we are absolutely a "J.Crew

For anyone that believes that Fairfield

From what I've noticed at Fairfield

is a J.Crew U school, I just suggest watch-

when the majority of people dress up, not

ing a guy at Fairfield try to iron a shirt; it

throwing on sweatpants or rolling out of

usually proves that Mom always did it for

bed in pajamas and Ugg boots to class,

them. Preppy is more then simply wearing

people dress to impress. You can't tell me

a colored shirt - it is that arrogant way of

while reading this that you are not familiar

life. We might be a rich school and some

with J.Crew, Banana Republic, Volvo, Vine-

kids might wear nice clothes, but we do
not have what it takes to earn the label of

yard Vines, etc.

J.Crew U. At the end of the day we don't

Even if you have never heard of the

have enough a**es on campus.

brands before, you're aware of them now
after your Fairfield University enrollment.
In this sense, I believe attaching the ste-

The problem with Princeton Review

<2>

ratings and labels that they apply to

reotype "J.Crew U" is a compliment in that
it showcases our ability and awareness

schools is that they are not very factual. I

to exert confidence and button up our

field has ever received that is worth men-

overpriced couture. I'm happy to be apart

tioning. If you have ever seen the Preppy

of a community that cares about maintaining a pleasing appearance, not to the

Handbook circa 1980s you will realize
that Fairfield U really doesn't measure

don't remember a positive ranking Fair-

9«I9R««S

extreme where the labeled commodities

up to the standards set for for a preppy

are a necessity, but people who know

school. Preppy is not fashionable, but it

when to tuck in a shirt and comb their

at least is well dressed. Fairfield students

hair are people I would like to associate

are neither fashionable nor preppy so I

with.

Vincent Ferrer/ The Mirror

wonder where that leaves us.

Residential Colleges are a Bust
BY DAVID WEIS

can be best described as random. A friend of

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

mine touts a 3.94 GPA, got accepted into the HonFrustrating. Impersonal. Bureaucratic.

ors Program, and used a mildly-edited version

Imperialistic. Narrow. Irrelevant?
Yes, I could be talking about the IRS

suites,

(it is tax season after all...) but in this case,

private

I'm talking about the Residential College

bathrooms,

system at Fairfield. After being through the

anddecent

process, which is about as streamlined and
Florida, I can heartily say that it is an inor-

I will be will-

dinate amount of work to go into a program

Ignatian Residential College

disheartened and disappointed.

system seems to be

My point here is that I want to give reasons why

administration already seems to be content

tuition (which, after

with violating Constitutional rights to punish
Jogues students even more. Call it "salt on

being raised four percent

the wound" of being relegated to the corner

for next year, is higher than the
starting price of a well-equipped

the odd-man-out of this

enough, it seems.
when the elevator gets shut down again. The

ing to bet next year's

The

that leaves well over half the freshmen class

feel like he could add to the College programs
Jogues residents: Don't be surprised

closet space.

efficient as the electoral counting system in

of his Honors essay to apply for the program.
He'll be living in Jogues next year; ResLife didn't

of the Quad.
The final reason the ResCollege program needs some major elbow grease is the

the Residential College system should be severely

tirade.Truly, Loyola is the

amended or disbanded altogether, at least until it

exception; for the vast majority

has been ironed out I really have not been victim

of students involved, it seems to be

to the misfortune of not having my first choice; I got

the only one that students actually

into my first-choice college, Loyola. But I have heard

want to get involved in, and perhaps

of South American Howler Monkeys, the
same number of people would still apply. Why

of so many stories of dissatisfied students that I feel

this is because the students at Loyola

is this, you ask?

as though something needs to be said.

are typically those who get involved

BMW 5-Series) that if the theme
of Bellarmine were to change as to

bureaucracy involved in running such an en-

require a thesis on the mating patterns

deavor. A friend of mine, who asked to remain
anonymous, told me a story about how she was
accepted to Environmental but then given a
non-Residential College lottery number. After
going to the office to ask why, she was told, and

Because people apply to dorms before

I quote, "come back later."

on campus - not to say that students

they apply to a program.The simplest proof of

system is irrelevant is that a vast majority of stu-

outside of Loyola do not, but it seems

this is the housing application we freshmen

dents do not pick their colleges based upon their

to be that those in Loyola are of a cer-

received this year. Instead of'Housing Applica-

to live on campus next year. This is more than the

interests. The themes, already forcing students to

tain breed. It is the most self-selective

tion" it might as well have been called "Fill This

GDP per capita in Brazil and more than the aver-

narrow their interests, take backseat to the dorms

College, and therefore has seen a

Out and Your Chances of Living In Jogues Will

age income of 66% of countries in the world. We

they are housed in.

commendable amount of success as a

Be Reduced By About 70 percent".

pay that to live in Jogues and to be told to "come
back later'!

First among the reasons why the current

By making only five colleges, students are
forced to choose between a narrow range of
topics. When diverse interests are tunneled into
five topics, mandatory participation dilutes the
power, cohesiveness, and effectiveness of the
.munitjesasawhole.

program.

Hardly anybody would apply to live there,

Students like Bellarmine
because they like the suites, private

and yet dozens of freshmen fell through the

bathrooms, and the gorgeous com-

small rooms in a freshmen building.

mons and lounges, Students like
Claverand Kostka because they

Keep in mind that students will pay $11,740

But don't fret, fellow freshmen. We have
the beach to look forward to senior year!

cracks and will spend another year living in

Oh, wait...

Another reason is that the acceptance of a

K5X

student in a college

,
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BY MORGAN LANG
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On the day of the StagStock concert,
writer Morgan Lang'14 was able sit
down to talk to Sam Adams to talk
to him about visiting Fairfield, his songs,
his career choices , and his love of the Red
Sox.
Is this your first time at Fairfield? Have
you ever been here before?
No, I.came here once and got mad
drunk when I was in high school and ended
up in the girl's bathroom.
Oh, really?
Yeah, that's the only other time I've
been to Fairfield, but I've been here before.
And getting to some of your music,
what is some of the inspiration for your
songs and when do you write your lyrics?
Do you have a routine or anything?
I mean, originally when I, like, started,
I would sort of just put on a beat that I liked,
and I was producing. But I was using other
people's beats, so I would just write and record and record, you know, like right in my
room. Nothing too fancy.
"I Hate College" was actually never
recorded in a studio; it was just recorded
in my room and it was never mastered either. And inspiration-wise, everything,
you know, things I see, mainly now these
days just my whole experience, traveling,
meeting people, meeting other artists, being able to perform. You know, sort of the
adrenaline you get on stage, the adrenaline
you get offstage... and as you become more
comfortable with yourself in the studio, you
just sort of start to get in like a zone.
You went to Hobart and William
Smith College? What made you decide to
go there?
First. Soccer, I got a scholarship for
soccer but then I transferred to Trinity.
What made you decide to transfer?
Well, it's just in the middle of nowhere,
and I wanted to pursue music more and being close to Boston and New York, its like I
have it all.
And did you just graduate from

Trinity College?
I didn't graduate.
Oh, you didn't? What happened?
(Laughs) I was like two credits short
because some of my transfer credits from
Hobart didn't[transfer over].
(One of his friends who came along for
the interview interjected," You need to get a
degree!"
Adams laughed, answering, "I don't
want a degree.")
Is what you're doing now—is this
what you always wanted to do?
Yeah, I always had dreams of doing
music, some kind of entertainment. I was
always the little clown running around the
house doing little things. But yeah, I wanted to be a performer, I didn't know I would
become an artist; I always thought I'd become a producer or something, but um,
very cool, you know.
Did you actually "hate college?"
No, I just hated work, you know? Like
going to listen to the teacher talk about like
women, gender, and sexuality when I'm
never ever going to use any of that...I mean
maybe later in life... no I didn't hate it, I just
hated school, school work was the worst.
And you're obviously a Red Sox fan.
Are you attending any games this season?
Yeah, I hope so, I mean I'm glad I didn't.

attend any of the f***ing nine games that we
already lost, but yeah of course, when we
get off tour, we'll probably go to Fenway for
sure.
I read that you bypassed major record labels and marketed yourself on Facebook. How did you do that?
We just started touring. When we had
"I Hate College," it allowed us to go to colleges and tour. I mean we had just like six
songs or five songs, so we would just go do
s**t on stage and then do "I Hate College"
and that was the whole draw of the show.
It started out with like 150 kids and
then 300 kids, and we were playing at frat
parties, anyone who would open up their
basement for us to play. Slowly but surely,
our Facebook following went from 3,000 to
7,000 to 10,000, and then we dropped our
album, and, you know, all 15,000 of our
fans bought our album in the first week.
So, for people in hip hop and people in
the music industry, to see a huge amount
of people buying [an album] and then you
don't drop the 30 % that you usually do
when you release a record, it just brought
this huge buzz. It was like, 'who the hell is
this kid and... how did this happen?' It was
just like the domino effect; people heard
about it, and word of mouth just totally
spread. And we just used Facebook, and
now we use Twitter a lot, but Facebook was

critical in us achieving success.
What opposition have you faced to
get to where you are today, and how do
you deal with negative criticism?
Negative criticism is whatever, you
know. Everyone is entitled to their own
opinions--just Facebook and Twitter make
it much more heard. But negative criticism - we don't really pay attention to it,
it's sort of invisible to us. We try not to read
mostly anything that's written about us, interviews, anything, because we know who
we are and if the interviewer doesn't... why
dwell on it?
You've said in previous interviews
that with all this success, you just want to
keep your head and stay humble. How do
you do that?
The same way I've always been doing
it. Traveling around with your best friends,
you know, most of my best friends work
with me or for me, and it's amazing.
If I sort of get out of line or start acting
like a f***ing b***h, they're right there to tell
[me]. Our fans--we love our fans more than
anything, always will, so [we] just making
sure that [they're] the number one priority
because we wouldn't be able to do what we
do without them, you know.
Do you have any advice to college
students right now?
In terms of music or...?
(at this point Sam Adams cut off and
said, "Good song! That's the one, that's the
joint" referring to a song that was soundtracking in the background. He then turned
and said to the interviewer, "Sorry, ADD.)
(Laughs) What?
Do you have any advice in terms of
following your passions?
Yeah, just go with your gut. If you want
to do something and you think you can do it,
work with it. There's so much to learn about
everything—like when I started out, I didn't
know anything... and you couldn't teach me
what I've learned in the past year in twenty
years of school, you know. So just keep your
eyes open, always be open to learning. You
don't really know s**t, but you can learn s**t.
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BY LOAN LE
VINE DIRECTOR

band] would be, but now we know all
understand... it helps us all a lot because
there's all kinds of mistakes that we made
and now we don't need to make any more.
You learn things the best when you learn
them the hard way. All that experience, all
of our collective experiences, brought us
to make much smarter decisions the second time around.
How were the bands chosen? Did
their managers set them up?
Generally that's how it is, but on this
Matt Good, guitarist and background vocalist to the particular tour, Alternative Press actually
hardcore rock band Destroy Rebuild Until God hand-chose the bands.
Shows, also known by the abbreviation D.R. U. G. S.,
And what they were looking for [in
sat down to talk to The Vine in a half-hour interview.
the bands]?
The band, who formed in early 2010 and just started out
I feel like AP wanted the bands to be
in the rock scene, is on the Alternative Press Spring 2011 Tour near labels with each other. They chose
with four other bands: Conditions, VersaEmerge, I See Stars bands that are relevant and current to hard
and Black Veil Brides. They recently played at Toad's Place in rock. We all fit in a niche-- not too specific
New Haven, Conn.
but close enough to where it makes sense.
The Vine: How's the tour going along? What stales
What's the purpose of the band?
have you guys been to so far?
What messages do you want to give?
Matt Good: It's awesome so far. We've been through
We want to reach as many people as
Texas and the Southwest, up west coast and through the possible. I don't really feel that there's any
Midwest. Now we're doing the east.
purpose of putting boundaries on what
How was the band formed?
you do. I feel that art should be available
The singer Craig is from Detroit, and he had formed the for anyone to experience; I don't want to
band. We are all from different places across America.
exclude anyone. That's pretentious, to be
It was a long process. It took [Craig] probably near a honest, and I don't want anything to do
year to form the band. It was definitely something he wanted pretentiousness at all.
to let happen and have it feel right. So he found our drumSo what do you think of the artists
mer through management, I believe. Aaron (drummer) was right now? Like Lady Gaga and so on?
Loan Le/ The Vine
suggested to Craig. Nick, the guitar player, was a friend of
I mean there's a broad range. Lady Matt Good and bass guitarist Adam Russell rock out during performance. "
Craig's.
Gaga, I have a lot of respect for her beI had known Craig and toured with him. I've known cause I feel like she plays by her own rules
him since 2003. I went on Twitter and I was Iik$ "Hey do and she has achieved massive mainstream success by be- there's a source of inspiration, it'll just happen, we run with
you guys need a guitar player?" and he was like, "Yeah."
ing herself and that's very admirable. She's creative and very it, and then at the end of the day, if the song lives up to the
With Adam, we went to studio and met him that way.
eccentric and people embrace that. She shows that it's pos- caliber we'd like to achieve, then we use it or just put it off
So, you're relatively new, formed in 2010. What is sible to be yourself.
on the side.
your reaction so far to reception that the band has reI love certain mainstream artists; basically if you're
Ever thought of using other instruments in the
ceived in that short period of time?
making music of substance, and not like Rebecca Black. Like band?
I'm very blown away by it; also very humble. It's cool I don't feel like I'm a very good judge of character, but with
We do have a large variety of instruments on the record.
to see that we can go ahead and form a new project and be [Black] she's almost making a bastardization of music.
Unfortunately, we can't replicate them live with actual playreceived so well. Honestly, the record hasn't even been out
It's funny because in general society right now, I feel ers, that'd mean we need to travel with like 15 more people.
It would be cool; I would love to add more stuff. But a
two months, and it's sold pretty well. People are extremely like stupidity is the most marketable thing in our mainexcited and singing along at the shows.
stream media culture. And it's really sad; I still can't wrap lot of people give bands crap for doing live track sampling.
This whole thing...it's one of those things where you're my mind around it.
At the end of the day, given our means, we don't have
just like, "I knew this would work, but I didn't know it'd be
Do you think this is only in America or other coun- the space or financial capability to bring onto board all of
these extra people and instruments. If we get to that level
this great."
tries as well?
' You guys were all from separate bands before formIt's mostly in America; in other countries, [stupidity] is where we can do that, it would honestly be the coolest thing
ever and we'd love to do that. We'll continue to use as many
ing this one. How have your previous experiences helped not prevalent.
in this band?
Like Jersey Shore... that show is hilarious but only be- instruments as possible.
I really am bored of drums, bass and guitar, to be honWell, we definitely have better heads on our shoul- cause those people are so stupid. What are they giving us
est. That's why on the record, almost every single songs have
ders now then we did when we were little punk-ass kids. any way? They're getting drunk.
(Laughs.) We didn't actually understand what [forming a
Are you thinking of collaborating with other artists strings or synthesizers or rhythm instruments. I want [our
music] more colorful, flavorful.
out there?
What bands do you admire?
I mean that's always a possibility. We definiteI really admire Radiohead. With their career, they have
ly enjoy collaborations, and one thing that the rock
really done whatever they wanted, and people have respectworld doesn't do enough is collaborations.
There's no real reason not to. It's just there's ed them always— that's incredible and near impossible to
a lot of ego in the rock world for some reason. It's achieve. They are the epitome of what I feel writing music
funny because when you look at rap you think should be all about. They just write what they want.
I love his music, I think he is a musical god and a riof 'ego.' But at the same time with tracks, they'd
help each other out with each other's careers. I diculous players of many instruments. He blows me away, I
never really understood why this happens, but can't even f***ing believe that he's a real person some times.
I can only assume that it's because of competi- I've never seen a dude who can rip a piano like that--like
tion. Rock music is probably the hardest thing to Beethoven—and then say, "whatever," and goes over to play
guitar and then sings in perfect pitch (laughs).
break into and be continually successful.
What is your favorite thing about music in general?
Are you guys producing another album?
My favorite thing about music is...man, that's a tough
Working on anything right now?
As of right now, we're casually writing. We question! (Laughs).
I love how much music can do for people. It's almost
kind of just like writing and being creative. But
as far as really cracking down and making the therapeutic in a sense. People look to it-- maybe without
next record, I would assume it's going to be a even realizing it a bunch of times-- just to feel something
bit of time right now. One, because our album good or to relate to the moment.
There's so much emotional connection that people get
just came out and two, because there's so much
through music. Whether it be a blond girl in Beverly Hills
touring planned. We always write on the road.
that's waking everyday and grabbing her little Chihuahua
Do you guys write the songs together?
A lot of the songs are all from different to jump in her pink f***ng convertible and blasting her pop
sources. There's a couple of songs written before music and saying, "Yay, I'm happy"—
—down to the kid who just broke up with his girlfriend
Loan Lei The Vine I was even part of the band. There is a song that I
gave to the band to show them what I was doing, and is listening to the sad songs...
Lead singer Craig Owens during the band's performance on tour. Music is a really relatable art from, and people get a lot
and they ended up liking and using it. Some are
done together, some on computer. Whenever out of it personally.
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The Hottest Tanning Salon.
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FREE Ta
Unlimited Tanning
No Signup FEE
No Enrollment FEE

Unlimited Tanning for 31 days
Professional Teeth Whitening
UV-Free Mystic Spray Tan
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Long Trail
gets
Thumbs Up
BY JORGE KSPINO
BEER COLUMNIST

There's nothing quite like a rich, malty
amber ale with just the right touch
of hops. They're well balanced,
tasty, satisfying and perfectly carbonated.
Long Trail Brewing Co's
"Double Bag" strong ale is
all of the above.
At about $8.50 for a six
pack, you're not only getting a superb beer, you're
also getting an above average alcohol content: 7.2%.
True bang for your buck.
Double Bag is medium
boddied, but surprisingly
drinkable. There's a touch
of caramel and strong nutty flavor. It finishes with
a pleasant touch of piney
hops and has a long lasting dark fruit and brown
sugar aftertaste. The head
is bone white and sticks
Contributed
around at about one finPhoto
ger tall for most of the experience. This is due to a perfect medium
carbonation.
The bottle states that the beer is a
"double alt" or "stickebeir," which is German slang for "secret brew." It's basically
a strong ale, so call it what you want; it's
tasty and carries a bigger kick than most six
packs.
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Looking for Summer Internships?
BY ARIEL MORRIAR
ASSISTANT VINE EDITOR

Summer is the time to discover life
outside of the classroom. There is
no better way to explore your passions
and learn what you dislike than having a hot
summer internship. If you are lucky, you may
be able to find an internship that allows you
to really get involved.
Although many students complain that
their job description is limited to photocopying, filling and taking coffee orders, internships open doors to great opportunities such
as networking and accumulating highly valued experience.
Also, having an internship is a great way
to enhance your resume!
. The hardest part about internships
is finding one. Here is a list of some major
things to consider when searching for your
summer internships:

Pay:
Students often avoid internships that
don't pay. However, some of the best internships are unpaid! Many of the most
competitive internships don't offer pay
because they are highly competitive and
just about anyone will do the job. Such internships give you skills, experiences and
networks that are worth much more than
money. The knowledge that you gain from
the internship will be with you for the rest
of your life—unlike money, which you will
probably spend before the summer is over.

you get offered a fulltime position after college and in time you work your way up the
corporate latter to CEO. This is the ideal situation.
However, things don't always work out
that perfectly. Regardless of where you intern, your job title, the work it entails and the
knowledge and expertise you gain are the
most vital details that will really stand out on
your resume! A small internship can lead to
better things.

standing of the field of work in which you are
interested. However, the city in which you intern is imperative to your overall experience.
Some students take local internships,
but in some situations, students can pick a
city that has many different outlets. Some
of the coolest places to intern are cities that
have a huge variety of things to do and a rich
culture. For example, New York is an amazing
place for internships because it has unique
corporations, culturally diverse neighborhoods and large amounts of activities to do
outside of work. Other great cities include
Boston, Chicago and Los Angeles.

Location:
The main motives of an internship are to
make connections and gain a better under-

Location! Location! Location!

3 Bedroom

ished

Beach House For Rent
2011-2012 School Year
Great House with Fantastic Parking
703 Fairfield Beach Road

Company:
Many people view internships as an
opportunity to score a job after college: you
get an internship with a big time company,

Interested? Call 203-254-8419
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YouTube: Your Sole Stop for Comedy and Procrasination
Sassy Gay Friend: SASSY GAY FRIEND - Black Swan

Gangster Hit By Ice Cream Truck While Dancing

TheSecondCltyNetwort

anseromedla

172 videos®

Subscribe

IB videos fsj j Subscribe

BY ASHLEY ZANGARA
VINE EDITOR

Tired of looking
through your
Facebook
newsfeed but still need
to procrasinate writing
that 10-page paper?
Here are some
entertaining
YouTube videos and
channels that will leave
you wondering where
those last three hours
went.
(As a warning, these videos are not
for the easily offended.
Foul language, satire and immaturity
abound.)
Screenshots from YouTube

"Sassy Gay Friend" by IheSecondCityNetwork: It seems to
be a current hit among viewers. It is a parody poking fun at "Black
Swan," during which many people felt uncomfortable while
watching in theaters. In the original movie, Nina (Natalie Portman) strives to be a perfectionist, but "Sassy Gay Friend" explains
to her that she is the complete opposite. If you've seen the movie
you'll find it entertaining; if not, you'll still get a laugh out of it.

"Gangster Hit By Ice Cream Truck While Dancing" by anseromedia: It's totally bad to laugh at people getting hurt, but sometimes
it's unpreventable. This guy is doing his dance, specifically the
Dougie, when out of nowhere an ice-cream truck rocks him. Lesson learned: don't play in traffic.

Goat Yelling Like A Man

Twitter Movie Trailer: Rated Awesome #2

slmsdeluxl

80 Videos [S]

; Subscribe

721 videos:«!

Subscribe
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justinbieber
Justin Bieber

"Goat Yelling Like A Man" by latestvideoss: The tide tells it all.
The goat standing in the middle of the field legitimately sounds like
he's calling out "BOB!" This goes on for 25 seconds straight and although that is the only action in the whole video, you can't help but
laugh. Also- goats are extremely cute and drink out of bottles so it
looks like he's a little baby calling for his owner!

"Twitter Movie Trailer: Rated Awesome #2" by indymogul:
Twitter has become the new obsession and although I felt semi
loser-esque making a Twitter, I fell victim myself. This video
teases all the ridiculous and poindess tweets that people do on
a daily basis. Social networks are taking over the world in the
young adult population; this video shows how the more mature
audience is completely clueless to this new trend.

Irish Art Exhibit Opens in Bellarmine Musuem
the Irish gospel books from the Medieval period," according to the exhibit brochure. This
facsimile is one of fewer than 1,500 editions
which were produced by Faksimile Verlag in
The Bellarmine Museum of Art at Fair- Switzerland in the late 1900s.
field University is home to the new art
Because the original Book of Kells is too
exhibit "Kells to Clonmacnoise: Medi- fragile to unbind or copy by normal means,
eval Irish Art in Context," which features sev- Verlag developed a new technique which
eral valuable replicas and reproductions of used suction to flatten and photograph the
important Irish works of art.
pages without touching them. Verlag then
On Monday, April 18, Fairfield debuted printed the images onto paper that closely
the exhibit with an opening reception in Bel- imitated the original vellum pages of the
larmine Hall. The university provided re- Book of Kells, thickness and worm-holes infreshments for patrons to enjoy in the Great cluded.
Hall before proceeding to the lower level
Rose said that Fairfield's edition of this
gallery to browse the pieces. The reception artwork was donated in 1990 by The Wild
was well-attended by members of the Fair- Geese Foundation of Greenwich, a group
field community, who were excited about the which promotes and supports Irish history
unique opportunity to examine such impor- and culture. The original Book of Kells is held
tant pieces of Irish art.
in the Trinity College Dublin.
Dr. Marice Rose, assistant professor and
The exhibit also includes four items on
director of the art history program at Fairfield loan from the Metropolitan Museum of Art's
University, is particularly enthusiastic about Department of Medieval Art and The Cloisthe exhibit. She played an important role in ters. These items are replicas of some of the
its realization by providing copious amounts most important Irish metalworks of the meof research on each of items in the exhibit dieval period: the Ardagh Chalice (ca. 700and writing the accompanying brochure.
800), the Corzier of Clonmacnoise (ca. 1100),
"I find these objects fascinating because the Cross of Cong (1123), and the Shrine of
they show the creativity of the medieval Irish Saint Lachtin's Arm (1118-1121). The Nationmonks who made them," said Rose. She con- al Museum in Dublin houses the originals of
tinued, "[They are] also linked to the 19th each of these items.
century Celtic Revival, when Irish cultural
The objects' stunning designs and inobjects were often reproduced as political tricate details were not lost or diminished
propaganda to show support of Irish inde- during replication. Rather, the replicas were
pendence."
made through a chemical complex process
One of the most notable pieces in the called electrotyping which yields nearly exexhibit is a facsimile Book of Kells, a seventh act copies of the original works.
c eTfrafy^TOTKThat'vVlfSiTift*'*! fH/S'tro^iS! l^3f all"
The exhibit promiSeVWtVnltere''"
BY KELSEY GUERIN

ASSISTANT VINE EDITOR

and enlightening in spite of its small size.
"Although the exhibition comprises only
five objects," said Rose, "Dr. [Jill] Deupi,
the museum director, has put together an
interdisciplinary slate of programming
that truly puts the art in 'context' in several
different ways."
One of these programs is a gallery talk
provided by Rose at noon on Tuesday, May
3, in the Meditz Gallery of the Bellarmine
Art Museum. In this lecture, Rose plans to
explain the "exhibition's art historical significance."
Other upcoming noteworthy events
include the screening of Academy Award
Nominated animated film "The Secret of
Kells," and the gallery talk "Cti Chulainn
and Company - An Introduction to Medieval Irish Literature" provided by Associate Professor of English Dr. Robert Epstein.
The film will be screened in the Multimedia
Room of the DiMenna-Nyselius Library at
7 p.m. on April 20, and Epstein's lecture
will take place in the Meditz Gallery from
3:30-4:30 p.m. on April 27.
The "Kells to Clonmacnoise: Medieval
Irish Art in Context" exhibit will run until
May 24. Admission to the museum free.
For more information about the Bellarmine Museum of Art, visit http://www.fairfield.edu/museum or contact musem@
fairfield.edu. A full schedule of events is
available on the museum website.

Kelly Pierce/ The Mirror
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+ Local: Campus Life

Glee Goes Global
with the help of Taiko Masala Japanese Drummers
BY MORGAN LANG
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A silence fell over the crowded Quick Center as students dressed in black with red accents filed out
pnto the stage. The silence was then
broken by singing that-left listeners with
chills.
The Glee Club's "Glee Goes Global" concert on Saturday night was dedicated to the
memory of sophomore Julia Sill, who passed
away in January and was an active and beloved member of the Glee Club. The concert
featured a wide variety of songs performed in
different languages and a special performance
by the Taiko Masala Japanese drummers.
The concert began with the Fairfield
University Alma Mater, which was then followed by songs in many different languages,
including French, Chinese, Mende, Japanese, Latin, and Hindi.
"M," sung entirely in Japanese by Joshua Matteo, '13, was dedicated to all those in
Japan who are suffering in the aftermath of
the earthquake. The emotional song ended
with part of a Japanese prayer, which translates to: "beginnings come randomly, but
endings always have a reason."
Also featured in the concert was the Indian song "Jai Ho," from the movie Slumdog
Millionaire. The Glee Club incorporated the original choreography from the movie into their performance as well,
captivating the audience.

The musical performance featured solos by Jennifer
Lance, Nicole Raposo, Mary Hamann, Sean Williams, and
Peter Lyons. The song was sung in Hindi, with English refrains.
Throughout "Jai Ho," the audience was thoroughly engaged; clapping to the beat of the song, and the applause

the Director of Choral and Liturgical Music at Fairfield University, and the musical performances were accompanied
by pianist Beth Palmer.
During the third part of the concert, the special guest artists, the Taiko Masala drummers, made their appearance. Their
performance was fascinating to both watch and listen.
The drumming style of Taiko, which is
of Japanese origin, combines the training
and discipline of Japanese martial arts with
the precision and power of drumming.
Overall, the crowd had a great reaction to the dynamic performance.
"I thought it was really impressive
how they incorporated songs in different languages, and even integrated dance
into it," said Maggie Andrew, '14.
When asked how she felt about the
overall outcome of the concert, alto Nicole Raposo, '14 said, "The concert went
really well! I loved singing in so many
different languages and how we incorporated the Taiko [Masala] drummers. They
were awesome!"
Filled with culture, language, and
meaning, the "Glee Goes Global" concert
received a standing ovation, rewarding all
of the practice and efforts put forth by the
Glee Club performers.
The Mirror File Photo
"To prepare we not only had to learn
Glee Club performs in a recent concert.
the notes and rhythms of each song, but also
the proper pronunciations of each language,"
was deafening when the song concluded. The Glee perform- said Raposo. "We got to learn some sweet choreography too.
ers also looked as though they were enjoying themselves.
Glee Goes Global was definitely one of our best concerts this
The concert was conducted by Dr. Carole Ann Maxwell, year."

Off Campus Housing
Want to Live
at the Beach?

EARN 3 CREDITS HERE
MARIST ONLINE SUMMER COURSES ALLOW
STUDENTS TO EARN COLLEGE CREDITS ANYWHERE

On the Pomt and Lund Court
The beach is Right There
Newly Renovated
Washer-Dryers
Hardwood Floors
Furnished
Three-Bedroom Houses Available
Water Views.
Prices Now Reduced!!!
Call Bnan 203-521-8611
www.LLsaDeRussell com/Rentals
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You are cordially invited to Fairficld University's

Saturday, April 30,2011
8:30 p^m. -12:30 a.m»
Alumni Hall
Hors d* oeuvres and desserts will be served
Cash bar
(for students age 21 and over; legal ID required)

Semi-Formal Attire

Tickets wffl be available at the BCC Info Desk
($15 from April 18 to April 20
and
$20 from April 25 to April 29)
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Send your thoughts to

mi

info@fairfieldmirror.com.
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Editor Gabriella Tutino» info@fairfieldmirror.com
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His iPhone / Her BlackBerry
Body Image
Joe McConville

Maria Mazzaro
of entertainment, and it's almost our way

Sexual attraction is the basis of all
relationships in almost all cases, so thus

of life.
Let's face it, gentlemen (dare I say

others think we look. And let's face it - FredBarstool Sports.

die Mercury may have liked his fat-bottomed

Guys (dare I say gentlemen?) of Fair-

girls, but if that really were the trend I doubt

body image plays a major role in our

guys?); whether a daily viewer or led by

field, please don't tell me that your lives are

I would still be struggling to find an open

lives.

curiosity, the average male college stu-

so devoid of entertainment that you have to

treadmill every time I go into the RecPlex.

Some people need to go to the

dent has been on the infamous site that

resort to staring at women whom you will

gym all the time in order to work off that

is Barstool Sports at least once. Black-

never get anywhere near. Seriously, if you're

impressive keg that they're starting to get

berry girl, I agree with your question;

bored, try yoga. I hear it's very relaxing.

ing under, and remodeling? Don't get me

hanging off of their waist, while others

if women are so against websites like

Please, Mr. iPhone, back me up here; even

wrong, I'm totally guilty of it too, but did you

like me have metabolisms that are so

Barstool Sports objectifying women, then

you set your sights on tangible women.

fast it's like they're driven by a coked-out

why do they go out of their way to look so

Formula One racecar-driver.

And ladies, if you've just had a fight with

So why do we choose to spend so much
time primping, priming, making over, mak-

ever stop and think who all of this is for? Is it
for our own personal satisfaction, our know-

beautiful, and why do they take offense

your best friend, or you didn't get that job

ing that we look our best to make us feel our

when Fairfield University is notorious for

you wanted, or you are feeling upset and/or

best, or is it for someone else?

and do all those crazy things to make

having the best looking girls on campus?

suicidal and/or less than downright chip-

themselves look appealing when it comes

Facing the firestorm that is Blackberry

per in any way, DO NOT CHECK OUTTHIS

I've had who have said things to me like,"I

time for them to go out for the weekend -

girl's sarcastic wrath makes it especially

WEBSITE. Please, take it from a girl who

can't cut my hair [insert boyfriend's name

it's very obvious that they do it to attract

difficult to disagree with her (sometimes

cares about you. Whether you're apathetic

here] doesn't like short hair." Now, I get

the infamous college bro.

I fear for my own safety.) That and the

towards partially clothed women corrupt-

that you're in love, and you want to please

warnings of my predecessors to not

ing Facebook or you pity women who feel

the one you love, but have a little indepen-

breach certain....topics....

the need to lower their standards, step away

dence. Ladies - and men - my message to

from the computer screen. Definitely not the

you: be yourself. You will be more content

It's apparent that girls primp, prime,

Same goes with the gentlemen out
there, when it comes time to go out we
must shower, clean up the scruff, and

The site itself is not made to exploit

sadly change out of those comfortable

women or make anyone feel inferior to

sweatpants at least for a few hours. Men

the young women on the site. At the

site for you.

I can't even tell you how many friends

with yourself and then, finally, when it's your

So...let's make a website that makes

turn, some lucky dame or gent will find that

have their own share of struggles in the

same time, all girls on the site are asked

women exploit themselves on the Internet

your uniqueness is the pea in their individu-

body image department.

for permission and submitted volun-

so that guys can ogle for hours in front of the

alistic-yet-room-for-one-morepod.

tarily. That being said I feel that this site

computer screen over strategically posed

should be taken for what it is; a form of

women and so girls can feel thoroughly

Sports: "By the common man, for the com-

Let's be honest: the first part of attraction between sexes is body image. If

By the way, the tagline for Barstool

you're at a townhouse and you spy some

entertainment. If the ladies out there

insignificant despite their perfectly beautiful

mon man." How about, "By the desperate,

cute biddie/bro across the room daintily

want to make a male version of Barstool

appearances. Yay!

unloved man, for the brainless, idiotic,

sipping/chugging from her/his red Solo

Sports go right ahead I think it would

cup, your first thought is not to nudge

become almost a competition to see who

tylicious as Beyonce or we're not as jacked

unloved man?" Yeah, I think that works. Of

your prospective wingwoman/wingman

could get up on the site. Ladies, I'll ac-

as The Situation (who, by the way, now has

course, a few more profanities come to mind,

and say, "Wow, that girl/guy has a fantas-

cept your nominations anytime.

an astute piece of published literature, so if

but I don't necessarily think they're Stagapproved.

tic GPA."

anyone needs a break from the 500th page of
War and Peace, I hear he sagaciously details

It's not realistic. The way our society
has developed is based around sex ap-

Body image. Whether we're not as boo-

Sent from my iPhone

male-chauvinistic, equally desperate and

how to "creep on chicks"), we all struggle
with how we look, and what is more, how

peal. It's a marketing strategy, it's a form

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Blackberry
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Want to draw cartoons for The Mirror? Email info@fairfieldmirror.com
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STAG PRIDE PHOTO HUNT
CAN YOU SPOTTHE FIVE DIFFERENCES IN THE
PHOTO ON THE RIGHT?

5

.s

UNIVERSITY

• Campuses in Queens, Staten Island, Manhattan,
Rome and Paris
• Over 1,000 varied courses, from Dramatic Screenplay
Writing to Crime Scene Investigation
• Flexible schedules and small classes
• Study abroad and distance learning opportunities
Pre-Session: May 16-25
Session I: May 31 - July 6

Session II: July 7 - August 10
Post-Session: August 11-24

visitwww.stjohns.edu/SummerClasses
or call 1 (877) STJ-7591.
> > -* * •
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
THE WEEK THAT WAS IN FAIREIELD ATHLETICS

Sports Shorts

What To Watch For

Women's Lacrosse - On April 16th, the Stags
clinched the top seed in MAAC and won their
23rd consecutive conference contest 16-9
over Manhattan. Sophomore Chloe Mangan
deposited a team high five goals for the Stags
who improved to 11 -4 on the season.

Softball - On April 16th, the Stags
overwhelmed Canisius in a doubleheader,
3-0, and 4-3. It was the 9th win in 10 games
for Fairfield, as senior pitcher picked up both
wins for the Stags. The win improved Fairfield
to 20-14 overall, and 5-1 in the MAAC.

Tuesday- Baseball at UConn 3 p.m.
Men's Golf at Mount St. Mary's Invitaional
Wednesday- Mens and Women's Tennis MAAC
Championship, Flushing, NY, all day
Thursday - Women's Lacrosse at Iona 11 a.m.
Softball at UMass 5 p.m
Friday- No games
Saturday - Men's Lacrosse at Ohio State 11 a.m
Softball at Rider 1 p.m (Doubleheader)
Sunday - No games
Monday - Baseball at Rider 3:30 p.m.

BY THE NUMBERS
Men's Tennis - On April 17th, the Stags
finished up regular season play by defeating
Siena 7-0. Fairfield finished the season with
an overall record of 12-8, and a MAAC record
of 5-1. The Stags start MAAC tournament play
Wednesday!
Women's Tennis - On April 17th, the Stags
extended their winning streak to six games
when they trounced Siena 6-1. Fairfield
finished the regular season 12-7 overall and
6-0 in the MAAC. The Stags' quest for a threepeat continues as MAAC tournament play
starts Wednesday.

New Sports Blog
Make sure to check out our new Sports Blog with
online-only coverage at sports.fairfleldmirror.com

34
Consecutive starts
for freshman
Lauren Liseth of
the softball team.
Liseth is also
batting .343,
leading the Stags.

Games decided by
one point or less for
the Men's Lacrosse
team. Fairfield travels
to Columbus, Ohio
to take on Ohio State
Saturday.

Consecutive match
wins for the Men's
Tennis Team
heading into the
MAAC tournament
in Flushing
Meadows, NY.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
"Over the two days of the tournament, our
level of play definitely increased. I'm proud of
our boys and what we did. I want to thank the
rugby team for giving me the four years that
I've had. It's been a lot of fun."
-Said Senior Rugby Player Mario Murray after
the Beast of the East Tournament this past weekend

Your 2011 -2012 3x5 Columnists
Eric Bernsen, Ivey Speight
and John Tessitore.
Because they like to
talk... Sports.

First 3X5 of your illustrious
careers. What should the
fans expect?

Celtics up 1-0 on the
Knicks. Who wins the
series?

Clam Jam 2011?

Men's Lacrosse mustwin games against Ohio
State and Denver. You
got the faith?

NFL Draft coming up.
You going to watch or
wait until lockout ends?

t's only the beginning of
a legendary era for the
3X5.

Celtics in a sweep. Ray
Allen will come up clutch,
always just in the nick of
ime.

Hoping for the weather
to be just like last year.
Fairfield University may
not have the beach much
longer, have to enjoy it
while we can.

If the Stags can beat THE
Ohio State, we can beat
anybody.

I'll have better things to do
with my time during our
Spring Weekend.

They can expect more
entertainment than
watching a Mets game.

It's amazing that even
with Melo and Billups,
New York will still be
niiiickedd off.

Best time of the year.
The sun is shining and
everything "getting
light."

•':;r <■',.;■;;,.■•.; ;r
Ya Gotta Believe.
Hopefully they don't
lose by a goal.

As a Cardinal fan, it really
doesn't matter. We aren't
going anywhere next
season, unless the lockout
lasts 10 years.

•

JOHN TESSITORE
ASSISTANT
SPORTS

EbncR

HUHUHUHUHUHUH
UHUHHUHUHUHUH
UHUHHUHUHUHUH
This has happened in
the nick of time!

The KNIIIIIICKS!
Anthony Carter rains a
three pointer in Ray Ray's
eye in game seven,
sending the C's home!

No Clam Jam for me this
year, I will be watching the
Mets instead.

All depends on the first
game, if the Stags PWN
Ohio State, I truly believe
they take down Denver,
and head to the ECAC
tourney.

i will be watching,
waiting patiently to hear
the Giants draft out
Punter, number 99 Ivey
Lee Speight!

Sports
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Strong Stag Pitching Not Enough Against CCSU

Thomas Shea/The Mirror

A Fairfield Stags baserunner slides into home in a game against Central Conneticut State University over the past weekend.
BY THOMAS SHEA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Coming off a three game sweep of conference rival Niagara, the Stags appeared
to be gaining momentum heading into the
heart of conference play. That momentum
was halted over the weekend, however,
as Central Connecticut took two of three
games from Fairfield.
The team's four game winning streak
was snapped by the Blue Devils, who took
both games played at Alumni Diamond.
In Friday's game, the Stags led early
by scoring in the bottom of the second on
a Ryan Furbeck RBI single. Tucker Nathans
would bring the lead to 2-0 in the bottom
of the sixth with an RBI single of his own,

THE

plating Furbeck.
Scott Warwick pitched seven innings,
giving up just one run on two hits while
striking out six.
The Blue Devils came back in the top
of the ninth, with a leadoff homerun to left
field off sophomore Kyle Capaldo, tying
the game at 2-2. Central pushed across two
more runs with two outs in the inning to go
ahead 4-2, and ended up winning by the
same score.
After the game, head coach John
Slosar said he liked the outing put together
by Warwick:
"He was able to throw three pitches for
strikes," said Slosar, "which is normally the
formula for success."
On Saturday, Fairfield hitters were able

BRYANT

GRADUATE PROGRAMS
The Bryant University Graduate School of Business prepares students for success in
their chosen professions. As a graduate, you will join an impressive alumni
community that includes industry lea>SeW>£cross the country an^Paround the world.
THE BRYANT

MBA ONE-YEAR PROGRAM

Full-time, day program for all majors
• No professional experience necessary
• Distinguish yourself in a competitive
job market
• Gain hands-on experience with the
Business Practicum
MBA Two-YEAR PROGRAM
Part-time, evening program for professionals from
any field
THE BRYANT

• Develop high-level business skills for
long-term career success
• Enter and progress through the program
with a supportive team
• Build your network while enhancing
your resume

THE BRYANT MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL
ACCOUNTANCY (MPAC)

Full-time, day program for accounting majors
• Meets the 150 hour requirement for
CPA licensure
• Complete in Summer/Fall,
Summer/Summer, Fall/Spring, or
Spring/Summer
• More than 40 top global, national and
regional accounting firms recruit at Bryant
THE BRYANT MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
TAXATION

(MST)

Part-time, evening program for tax professionals
• Build an expertise in all areas of taxation
• Network with tax executives and industry
professionals
• Flexible scheduling options

LEARN MORE ABOUT WHAT BRYANT UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL HAS TO OFFER

www.bryant.edu/gradschool

Bryant
UNIVERSITY

•

401-232-6230

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Smithfield, Rhode Island
www.bryant.edu
(401) 232-6230

@

to get on base, but struggled mightily to
bring any runners home. The Stags stranded 13 runners on base in a 3-0 shutout loss.
Brett Shulick turned in another good
pitching performance by the Stags'starting
pitching, going seven strong innings and
striking out seven. Nevertheless, Shulick
(2-2) took the loss, surrendering three runs
on four hits.
Nick Picarillo, Tyler Wosleger and
Ryan Furbeck each had multi-hit games
on Saturday, but none were able to drive in
.any runs for the Stags.
Senior Tucker Nathans attributed the
lack of runs to good pitching by Central
Connecticut.
"We had runners in scoring position...
we just were never able to get that one big

hit," said Nathans.
"We had two situations with the bases
loaded and less than two outs, and we
couldn't get anyone in,"said Nathans. "It
was a real rally killer."
Fairfield won the third game of the
three game series on Sunday, with a 5-0
shutout win of their own.
The pitching was dominant on Sunday,
as the Stags' pitchers didn't allow a Central
base runner to advance past second all
game. Scott Gussaroff threw eight scoreless
innings and struck out six, as he earned his
third win of the season.
Gussaroff was given a lead before he
stepped on the mound, as Fairfield scored
four times in the top of the first, sending
nine batters to the plate. Nick Picarillo,
Tucker Nathans, Carmine DeVito, and
Ryan Plourde all had RBI doubles in the
inning.
DeVito was a homerun short of the
cycle, finishing the day 3-for-4 with two
runs scored, one batted in, and a stolen
base. Ryan Furbeck went 3-for-5 with a
double and a run scored, extending his hitting streak to nine games and has reached
base in 15-straight games.
Despite the two losses, coach Slosar
has been impressed with his starting pitching over the last couple of games.
"These pitchers are just naturally
talented," said Slosar, "and they have been
able to limit a well-balanced, good-hitting
Central team."
Fairfield starting pitchers have gone
at least six innings and gave up less than 3
runs in five of their last six games.
The Stags'next game is scheduled for
April 19 at UCONN, and the next confer
ence game scheduled for April 23 at Rider.
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Tom McKiver/The Mirror

The Fairfield Men's Lacrosse team moves forward in disappointment after an 8-7 loss to the Hofstra Pride. Fairfield goes on the road to Ohio State for their next game this upcoming Saturday.

The Stags suffered yet another one goal loss, this one

BY IVEY SPEIGHT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The seniors were supposed to be standing tall after

coming against #8 Hofstra. The defeat drops their record to
6-6. It was the final game at home for some of the players,
but it wasn't the outcome that they had hoped for.

they were recognized and honored before their last home
game. Instead, some of the members of the Fairfield Uni-

"The seniors have stuck together these last four years
and it's tough to go out this way," senior Nick Baglio said.

versity men's lacrosse team were hunched over, not wanting to take off their helmets while forcing back tears.
"It's tough," senior attack man Doug Kuring said.

The loss is hard enough to accept, but the fact that

non said. "It just shows that we got to play a sixty minute
game. When you lose by one, you look at every little thing.
It's tough but you learn from this feeling."
But they are getting closer.
For a team that was struggling to score goals all season, they tallied seven against the best defensive unit in
the nation. Hanging around and barely losing to a top 10

they lost by just a single goal again makes it tougher.

team can add confidence to any team, especially one who

Fairfield has now lost four games by one goal, and two of

is about to face the most important stretch of their season.

"We're all best friends, been together for four years.

their last three decisions coming against nationally ranked

[We've] really come together. We just wanted to get this

teams.
"Emotionally, it just sucks," senior defender Sean Ban-

one."

The job to get the Stags back on track and get the team
focused on these vital contests will fall into the hands of
third year head coach Andy Copeland.
"It's going to be painful here the next couple of days,"
he said. "Our guys just got their heart broken. We're going
to give them a couple of days... then it's going to be right
back to work."
The seniors will be playing in arguably their most
important games of their careers. Fairfield will end the
season against two nationally ranked teams in Ohio State
and Denver, with both contests being on the road. They
have to win one of those in order to clinch a spot in the
ECAC tournament. The squad is well aware of how important these games are.
"Those ar«ikitnd of like our national championship
games," Sean Bannon said.
' The seniors entered Fairfield with the goal to win an
ECAC championship. As their final year comes to a close,
they have not accomplished it. Not yet. But their dreams
are coming closer and they can see it. When a squad goes
through the kinds of ups and downs that the Stags have
experienced, they need players and coaches to lead and
motivate. That's where the seniors come in. They were
disappointed after the game, but Coach Copeland knows
that their goal is more than just to win on Senior Day. It's
to win an ECAC tournament for the upperclassman. He
hopes that this motto will motivate the squad.
"This senior group makes it very easy for guys to
just work hard for," he said. "I am motivated as I've been
personally to try and make sure that those guys go out on
the right foot."
Their entire Fairfield career comes down to two more
games. With just one win, they will become a step closer
in fulfilling their ECAC dreams.The eleven seniors might
be done playing on Lessing Field, but they hope they can
bring a title home, senior Doug Kuring said.
"I can speak personally and I can honestly say for the
rest of the team [that] it's going to be pretty intense," he

Tom McKiver/The Mirror

Senior Midfielder Nick Baglio moves the ball against the Hofstrra Pride
LlL».l »»

said. "These last two games they mean a lot to us: it's us going into the postseason so expect some good things."
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Online

SPORTS

New and improved sports blog.
Online only coverage.
Week of April 19,2Q11

fairfieldmirror.com
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Sports Editor: Eric Bernsen»infasfairfieldmirror.com

Rugby Gives It The Good Old Fashioned Try

Dan Leitao/The Mirror
Above: Senior Matt Almeida attempts to ditch the ball off when playing Castleton. Below Right: Junior James Pozi trucks
past the Colby backs, bringing the ball up and creating a scoring attempt for the Stags.
BY DAN LEITAO
MANAGING DESIGN EDITOR

This past weekend, Men's Rugby returned to the
Beast of The East Tournament, the largest college
rugby tournament in the world. Returning from a
one-year hiatus to the second division, the team went
three for five this weekend in Providence, R.I.
"We were led by seniors Matt Almeida, Mario
Murray, and Chip Duval on the field and Steve Hannigan off the field. We have a plethora of athletic ability
and are becoming better rugby players," Coach Matt
Leonard said. "Many people stepped up this weekend
and are looking forward to the fall league season."
Fairfield started off against Providence College,
losing to them after an initially strong start. Later in
the day, Fairfield bested Castleton, which meant that
the team moved onto the single elimination Consolation Bracket on Sunday.
After defeating Colby, the Stags advanced to the
second round facing Wentworth Institute of Technology. This low scoring match went into overtime with

Senior Matt Almeida, who was dealing with an injured
shoulder, giving the Stags the winning try and advancing them to the championship game.The team lost in
the championship game with a final score of 18-10 to
cross town rival Sacred Heart.
"This tournament was a sign of good things to
come," Almeida said. "A lot of young players stepped
up during the two days."
Senior Mario Murray echoed Almeida's comments, "Over the two days of the tournament our level
of play definitely increased. I'm proud of our boys and
what we did. I want to thank the rugby team for giving
me the four years that I've had. It's been a lot of fun."
Senior Steve Hannigan pointed out his favorite part of the tournament. "Seeing every one of my
teammates try their absolute hardest," he said. "When
one person got hurt, another person stepped up.The
camaraderie on this team is unparalleled and we see
each other as brothers."
Coach Leonard said, "The spring is always a time
of change and I think things look good for our reentry
into league play next fall."

